Abstract-In this paper, we present an approach to combine measurements from inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes) with time-of-arrival measurements from an ultrawideband (UWB) system for indoor positioning. Our algorithm uses a tightly coupled sensor fusion approach, where we formulate the problem as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem that is solved using an optimization approach. It is shown to lead to accurate 6-D position and orientation estimates when compared to reference data from an independent optical tracking system. To be able to obtain position information from the UWB measurements, it is imperative that accurate estimates of the UWB receivers' positions and their clock offsets are available. Hence, we also present an easy-to-use algorithm to calibrate the UWB system using a maximum-likelihood (ML) formulation. Throughout this work, the UWB measurements are modeled by a tailored heavy-tailed asymmetric distribution to account for measurement outliers. The heavy-tailed asymmetric distribution works well on experimental data, as shown by analyzing the position estimates obtained using the UWB measurements via a novel multilateration approach.
. Example application showing a subject with 17 inertial sensors placed on the body and three UWB transmitters placed on the head and on both feet. The pose estimates are visualized by the "skeleton" overlayed in the images. As shown (right), the solution remains valid, even in NLOS conditions. of-sight visibility [5] , the UWB measurements do suffer from multipath and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, resulting in measurement outliers.
Inertial sensors consist of accelerometers and gyroscopes measuring the acceleration and angular velocity of the sensor. The inertial sensor measurements need to be integrated to obtain position and orientation estimates. These position and orientation estimates are accurate on a short timescale but suffer from integration drift. Inertial sensors have successfully been used to estimate 6-D position and orientation (pose) in combination with systems providing position information such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) and UWB (see, e.g., [6] and the references therein).
In this paper, we present an indoor positioning approach using inertial sensors and time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements from a UWB system. We use a setup where a number of UWB receivers are placed in an indoor environment. Our focus is on combining information from a UWB transmitter and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to estimate the 6-D pose of the IMU. The IMU and the transmitter are assumed to be rigidly attached to each other. Our approach can be extended to, for example, estimate the 6-D pose of a human body where a subject wearing multiple IMUs and multiple UWB transmitters walks through the UWB measurement volume, as shown in Fig. 1 . This work builds on [6] and [7] , where an extended Kalman filter (EKF) was used in combining the inertial and UWB measurements to estimate the 6-D pose of the sensor. Outlier rejection was used to remove UWB measurements affected by multipath and NLOS. In this paper, we instead solve the problem using an optimization-based approach similar to the approach used in [8] . Using this approach, it is possible to assume more general measurement distributions. Hence, we model the UWB measurements using a heavy-tailed asymmetric distribution that is specifically tailored for this particular application. This distribution naturally handles the possibility of measurement delays due to multipath and NLOS while not allowing for the possibility of measurements arriving earlier, i.e., traveling faster than the speed of light. We will show that accurate position and orientation estimates are obtained by comparing our results to those obtained from an independent optical reference system.
To be able to obtain position information from the UWB measurements, the positions of the receivers must be known, and the receiver clocks have to be synchronized. To avoid the typically labor-intensive and time-consuming process of manually surveying the receiver positions, we present an easy-to-use calibration method that automates this process. Our previous solution presented in [9] assumed "clean" measurements, i.e., it was assumed that no outliers were present. In this paper, we will instead solve the calibration problem modeling the UWB measurements using the heavy-tailed asymmetric distribution mentioned earlier to naturally handle the measurement outliers.
To experimentally validate the UWB model using the heavytailed asymmetric distribution, we will use the UWB measurements in a novel multilateration approach to determine the position of a mobile transmitter. Here, we assume that the UWB system has previously been calibrated using our calibration algorithm. We will show that the position estimates obtained using the heavy-tailed asymmetric distribution are considerably better than the ones obtained using either a Gaussian distribution or a Cauchy distribution.
In Section II, we provide more background to our work by relating it to previous work in the area. In Section III, we clearly formulate the problem. The sensors and their corresponding measurement models are introduced in Section IV. The UWB calibration problem is subsequently solved in Section V. The solution to the sensor fusion problem, where we also make use of the inertial measurements, can be found in Section VI. The experimental results and the conclusions are then provided in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we make use of TOA measurements from a UWB system. Our UWB setup consists of a network of synchronized and stationary (rigidly fixed, mounted) receivers, all acquiring very precise TOA measurements of signals originating from a mobile transmitter. The low-cost transmitters in our setup have an inaccurate clock and can hence not provide accurate information concerning the time of transmission. For a general introduction to UWB technology and its use in positioning applications, see, e.g., [3] and [10] .
The process of determining the transmitter position from TOA measurements is referred to as trilateration or, more accurately, multilateration. It is a well-studied topic, and many algorithms have been reported in the literature (see, e.g., [3] and [10] [11] [12] ). A common multilateration technique is to eliminate the time of transmission by constructing time-difference-ofarrival (TDOA) measurements from pairs of TOA measurements. The resulting set of hyperbolic equations can then be solved for position [13] . The drawback of this approach is that the constructed TDOA measurements are no longer independently distributed, which complicates the calculations. In this paper, we use a well-known equivalent approach where we instead model the time of transmission as an unknown quantity.
Ideally, the UWB signal directly travels from the transmitter to the different receivers. In that case, the TOA measurements are directly related to the distance traveled. In case the signal encounters a medium that delays or reflects the signal, however, the time of flight is prolonged, and the pulse will be delayed. This can result in large estimation errors when assuming that the UWB measurements are Gaussian distributed, as will be illustrated in Section VII-A. The problem of how to robustly deal with outliers in the measurements has received a lot of attention, see, e.g., [14] for a good survey containing relevant entry points into the literature on this topic commonly referred to as robust statistics. A common approach is to model the outliers in terms of the probability of NLOS and introduce a delay represented by a heavy-tailed positive-mean probability density function (pdf) such as a shifted Gaussian or an exponential (see, e.g., [15] and [16] ). Based on [15] , the localization approach presented in [17] builds spatial models representing the probability of NLOS in a certain area. In our approach, we do not specifically model the probability of the number of outliers. Instead, we model the UWB measurements using a specifically tailored asymmetric heavy-tailed noise distribution. By estimating the width of this distribution, the algorithm can automatically adapt the width to the specific measurement data. The use of this distribution can straightforwardly be incorporated in any maximum-likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation algorithm, without including additional parameters.
UWB approaches typically assume that the receiver positions are known and that their clocks are synchronized, explaining why there are relatively few UWB calibration algorithms available in the literature (see, e.g., [6] and [7] ). However, ideas for UWB calibration can be obtained from the wide range of literature on sensor localization (see, for instance, [18] ). The challenge again comes down to the possibility of measurement errors due to NLOS and/or multipath, resulting in a reduced quality of the calibration results. Hence, we assume a tailored asymmetric heavy-tailed distribution in our calibration algorithm to represent these errors.
When combining inertial measurements with UWB measurements, a tightly coupled or a loosely coupled approach can be used. In a loosely coupled approach, the UWB measurements are used to obtain position estimates using a multilateration approach. These position estimates are subsequently used as artificial position measurements in the sensor fusion approach (see, e.g., [19] [20] [21] ). A tightly coupled approach instead makes direct use of each individual TOA measurement (see, for instance, [7] and [22] ). An advantage of a tightly coupled approach is that it does not suffer from the loss of information that typically arises from preprocessing of the UWB measurements that has to be performed in a loosely coupled approach. This is mainly due to approximations of statistical distributions, but in extreme cases, measurements are also ignored, for instance, when there are not enough TOA measurements for multilateration. By instead making direct use of the sensor measurements, we can make maximal use of the available information. The advantage of a tightly coupled approach is experimentally shown for the case of UWB measurements in, for instance, [23] .
One way to solve the sensor fusion problem is then to use an EKF. To allow for the presence of delayed measurements, approaches based on outlier rejection [6] , [7] and robust EKF formulations [24] have previously been used. In this paper, we will instead formulate a tightly coupled approach by formulating and solving an optimization problem. This also straightforwardly opens up for exploiting non-Gaussian distributions and for estimating additional parameters.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
To determine an IMU's 6-D position and orientation, its measurements are combined with those originating from a UWB transmitter that is rigidly attached to the sensor. The UWB transmitter sends pulses to a number of stationary UWB receivers, as shown in Fig. 2 . The receivers measure the times of arrival of the pulses at their different locations. Provided that the receiver positions are known and that their clocks are synchronized, the position of the transmitter can be inferred from these measurements. Although the receivers are synchronized to a central clock, they each have a small constant clock offset due to, for instance, differences in cable lengths. The receiver positions and clock offsets are computed using our calibration algorithm.
Let us denote the model parameters estimated by the calibration algorithm by θ. The calibration algorithm computes an ML estimate θ ML . For a setup with m = 1, . . . , M receivers and l = 1, . . . , L transmitters, the UWB measurements are denoted y u,mlk for k = 1, . . . , K UWB pulses. Note that the absolute receiver positions and clock offsets are neither observable nor relevant. We are interested in estimating the receivers' relative positions and clock offsets. Hence, an arbitrary choice of a UWB coordinate frame and a reference clock offset is used as a constraint in the ML problem. The problem of calibrating the UWB setup is therefore formulated as a constrained ML problem according to where p θ (y) denotes the pdf of y parameterized by θ. The matrix A and the vector b are used to describe the linear constraints on the parameter vector θ due to the choice of the coordinate frame and the reference clock offset. The calibration problem (1) is solved in Section V, where we also provide the resulting calibration algorithm. In that section, the constraints in (1) are also defined more explicitly. When the UWB system has been calibrated, the UWB measurements can be combined with inertial measurements to determine the 6-D pose of the sensor. Hence, we estimate the state vector x 1:N , which contains the position of the sensor, its orientation, and additional information. Denoting the accelerometer measurements by y a,t for t = 1, . . . , N, the gyroscope measurements by y ω,t and the UWB measurements by y u,mk for k = 1, . . . , K pulses and m = 1, . . . , M receivers, the state is computed by solving the following MAP problem:
. (2) Here, p(x 1:N |y 1:N ) denotes the conditional pdf of the state vector x 1:N given the measurements y 1:N . The subscript k used for the UWB measurements indicates that the UWB measurements do not necessarily have the same sampling frequency as the inertial measurements. The solution to the sensor fusion problem (2) is provided in Section VI, together with the resulting algorithm.
IV. SENSOR MODELS
Our UWB system consists of a network of stationary receivers that can track a large number of small battery-powered inexpensive transmitters [2] . A transmitter and a receiver are shown in Fig. 3 . In our sensor fusion approach, we combine UWB measurements with inertial measurements. The IMU is shown in Fig. 4 .
Here, we will introduce our sensor models, starting with the UWB measurement model in Section IV-A. Subsequently, the inertial measurement models will be introduced in Section IV-B.
A. Modeling the UWB Measurements
For the UWB setup with m = 1, . . . , M receivers and l = 1, . . . , L transmitters, the TOA measurement y u,mlk of receiver m, originating from transmitter l and pulse k, is modeled as
Here, c denotes the speed of light, τ lk is the time of transmission of pulse k from transmitter l, t n lk is the position of transmitter l at the time of transmitting the kth pulse, r n m is the position of the mth receiver, and Δτ m is its clock offset. The superscript n denotes the navigation frame. It is a local coordinate frame that is aligned with the Earth's gravity and with the axes of the frame defined during the UWB calibration, as already discussed in Section III.
Due to NLOS conditions and/or multipath, we expect a small number of measurements to be delayed. Hence, it does not make sense to model e u,mlk using a Gaussian distribution. In [6] , a new multilateration approach was presented, where the possibility of delayed measurements was modeled by including a positive parameter δ u,mk explicitly representing the delay of pulse k to receiver m in the measurement equation (3) . The parameters δ u,mk were assumed to have an exponential prior. Hence, [6] models the delay of each pulse to each receiver as a parameter to be estimated. This was shown to lead to accurate position estimates, but it also introduced M additional model parameters for each pulse k.
In this paper, we omit the parameters δ u,mk and instead model the possibility of delays in terms of the distribution of the noise e u,mlk . We assume an asymmetric distribution where a heavy-tailed Cauchy distribution allows for measurement delays, while a Gaussian distribution excludes the physically unreasonable possibility of pulses traveling faster than the speed of light as
The presence of the constants α and 2 − α is motivated by the fact that the proposed asymmetric pdf needs to integrate to one, and hence
where we have made use of the fact that the Gaussian and Cauchy pdf's integrate to one and are symmetric. Imposing the constraint that the distribution is continuous at e u,mlk = 0 allows us to express α in terms of σ and γ according to
The proposed asymmetric pdf and its corresponding negative log likelihood, which is given by From the experimental results in Section VII-A, it will be shown that exploiting the asymmetry of the actual noise distribution is particularly helpful in the presence of a large number of outliers. 
B. Modeling the Inertial Measurements
An IMU containing a three-axis accelerometer and a threeaxis gyroscope is shown in Fig. 4 . The inertial measurements are resolved in the body frame b. Its origin lies in the center of the accelerometer triad, and its axes are aligned with the casing. The gyroscope measures the sensor's angular velocity ω t . Its measurements y ω,t are modeled as
where δ ω denotes the gyroscope bias, and e ω,t ∼ N (0, Σ ω ).
We assume Σ ω = σ 2 ω I 3 , where I 3 denotes the 3 × 3 identity matrix. The accelerometer measures the external specific force f b t exerted on the sensor. It consists of the sensor's linear acceleration a n t and the gravity vector g n , both resolved in the navigation frame n. The accelerometer measurements y a,t are modeled as
where δ a denotes the accelerometer bias, and e a,t ∼ N (0, Σ a ).
We assume Σ a = σ 2 a I 3 . The rotation matrix R bn t represents the rotation from the navigation frame n to the body frame b at time t.
Both the gyroscope and the accelerometer biases δ ω and δ a are slowly time varying, but we will treat them as constants motivated by the short experimental times used in this work. For longer experiments, δ ω and δ a can be assumed to be time varying instead.
The inertial measurements provide information about the position and orientation of the sensor. Integration of the angular velocity measured by the gyroscope leads to information about the sensor's change in orientation. Subtracting gravity from the specific force measured by the accelerometer and double integrating the resulting signal leads to information about the sensor's change in position. The process of estimating position and orientation from the inertial measurements is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6 .
V. ULTRAWIDEBAND CALIBRATION
Here, we will derive a calibration algorithm to determine the positions {r are also considered unknown. Note that we have omitted the subscript l since we consider the case of using a single transmitter.
The UWB measurements are modeled according to (3) , where the noise e u,mk is assumed to be distributed according to the asymmetric distribution (4). The parameters σ and γ are considered unknown and to be estimated, i.e., the algorithm tunes itself and does not rely on a priori knowledge about the accuracy of the UWB measurements. The resulting parameter vector is
To make use of the measurement model (4) within our calibration problem (1), we need the following relationship:
where θ is defined in (10) . The calibration problem is nonconvex and hence needs proper initialization. In Sections V-A and V-B, we introduce a two-step procedure to compute such an initial estimate. In a first step, we obtain an initial estimate of the receiver positions {r and the transmission times {τ k,0 } K k=1 are obtained by assuming that the receiver positions and clock offsets are known. This is done using a novel multilateration approach in which the UWB measurements are assumed to be distributed according to the asymmetric heavy-tailed distribution (4) with unknown σ and γ. In Section V-C, we will then introduce the resulting calibration algorithm, which is used to compute an ML estimate of all the unknown parameters θ defined in (10).
A. Initial Estimate: Step I
As a first step of the initial estimation, a second data set, denoted D 2 , is used to determine the positions and the clock offsets of the receivers. These data are collected by placing a number of UWB transmitters at known locations. To avoid manual measuring of the positions of the transmitters, they are rigidly attached to the receivers. Hence, the relative position of each transmitter with respect to the corresponding receiver is approximately known and constant. This relative distance is denoted d n rt . As discussed in Section III, an arbitrary choice of the reference clock offset and the UWB coordinate frame needs to be used as a constraint to the calibration problem. Hence, the optimization problem can be written as
where the UWB measurements y u,mlk are modeled according to (3) . Since it is not necessary to walk through the measurement volume during the collection of these data, the measurements in the data set D 2 can typically be assumed to have little problems with outliers. Hence, e u,mlk in (3) can fairly accurately be modeled using a Gaussian pdf. Note that this is the only instance in this work where we assume that the UWB measurements are distributed according to a Gaussian. By assuming that the standard deviation of this Gaussian is the same for all m, l, and k, we have reduced (12) to a constrained least squares problem. The parameter vector θ 1 is given by
The subscript D 2 on the (stationary) transmitter positions t n l and the transmission times τ n lk is added to stress that these parameters are only relevant for the data set D 2 .
The constraints (12b) are defined as (14) where e 2 = (0 2×1 I 2 ), and e 3 = (0 0 1) T . The first row in the matrix A is used to define the reference clock offset. Note that the choice of which receiver to use for this is arbitrary. The remaining rows are used to define the UWB coordinate frame. The first receiver is used to define the origin. The second receiver is used to define the x-axis. The height of each receiver m = 1, . . . , M is constrained to be equal to its measured height h m . This ensures that the UWB coordinate frame is gravity aligned, which is beneficial for our sensor fusion approach in Section VI.
Constraint (12c) is used to incorporate the knowledge of the location of the transmitters with respect to the receivers. Note that we assume that each receiver has a transmitter attached to it, i.e., we have M constraints (12c).
Problem (12) is again a nonconvex optimization problem and therefore requires a reasonably good starting point. Hence, we start the solver for (12) in a user-specified initial receiver configuration, a noisy, rotated, and scaled estimate of the set of receiver positions.
B. Initial Estimate: Step II-Multilateration
As a second step of the initialization, an initial estimate of the transmitter positions {t
and the transmission times {τ k,0 } K k=1 is determined for the calibration data set D 1 , in which a transmitter is moved around in the UWB measurement volume. This problem is solved using a novel multilateration approach, which can also be used stand-alone, as will be done in Section VII-A. We model the UWB measurements using the asymmetric heavy-tailed distribution (4). To avoid ad hoc assumptions on σ and γ, we treat them as parameters in an ML problem where we estimate the parameters θ 2 with
Using the fact that the logarithm is a monotonic function, the resulting optimization problem is given by
where the UWB measurements are modeled as (3), and their noise e u,mk is given by the asymmetric noise distribution (4). Hence, instead of solving N individual multilateration problems, we solve one optimization problem to determine the transmitter positions, the transmission times, as well as the parameters σ and γ. The multilateration problem formulated in (16) can be solved 1 using standard Gauss-Newton solvers [25] , [26] , where the negative log likelihood, its gradient, and approximate Hessian are evaluated at the current iterate. Evaluating (3), the sign of e u,mk for each pulse k = 1, . . . , N and each receiver m = 1, . . . , M can be used to determine whether the Gaussian or Cauchy negative log likelihood in (7) should be used.
C. Resulting Calibration Algorithm
The resulting calibration algorithm uses the data set D 1 , in which a transmitter is moved around in the measurement volume. To obtain an ML estimate of the parameter vector (10), the following constrained optimization problem is solved:
where we make use of the UWB measurement model (3) and the asymmetric noise distribution (4). The constraints (17b) have already been defined in (14) . The problem can be solved using standard constrained Gauss-Newton solvers [25] , [26] . The calibration algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. , σ 0 , γ 0 ). 6: Solve (17) for D 1 . The optimization is started in
using the results from Steps 3 and 5.
VI. SENSOR FUSION
Here, we describe our approach to combine UWB measurements with inertial measurements to estimate the 6-D pose of the sensor. It is based on tightly coupled sensor fusion of the UWB and the inertial sensors. We formulate the sensor fusion problem as a MAP problem (2), estimating the state vector
where p n t and v n t denote the sensor position and velocity at time t, respectively. Both of these are expressed in the navigation frame n. The sensor orientation is denoted q nb t . Note that we encode the orientation state using a 3-D state vector around a linearization point represented by a unit quaternion [6] , [27] [28] [29] . The UWB system typically obtains measurements at a lower frequency than the inertial measurement frequency. Hence, we use a subscript k to denote the UWB measurements while using a subscript t to denote the inertial measurements. The state x 1:N is modeled for each time t.
In our approach, we make use of a dynamic model where the inertial measurements can be thought of as inputs. Hence, we model the position, the velocity, and the orientation of the IMU in terms of the sensor acceleration and angular velocity as
where T denotes the IMU sampling interval. The acceleration a n t is obtained from (9) . The orientation q nb t is modeled in terms of the angular velocity ω t obtained from (8) . In (19c), denotes the quaternion product, and exp denotes the vector exponential, i.e.,
For more details on quaternion algebra, see, e.g., [6] and [30] . Note that we interchangeably make use of the unit quaternion q nb and the rotation matrix R nb as representations of the orientation. Furthermore, we use the notation R bn = (R nb )
T for the inverse rotation. In the measurement model, the UWB measurements, modeled as in (3) , are used to update the state. For this, the IMU and the UWB transmitter are assumed to be rigidly attached to each other. The position of the transmitter with respect to the IMU is assumed to be known.
The state is computed using the following MAP problem:
where the first term denotes the dynamic model described by (19a)-(19c). The second term denotes the measurement model using the UWB measurement model (3), the asymmetric heavy-tailed distribution (4), and the relative position of the transmitter with respect to the IMU. Problem (21) can be solved 2 using a standard Gauss-Newton algorithm (see, e.g., [25] and [26] ). Since the sensor fusion problem is nonlinear, parts of the problem are solved first to provide good initial estimates. The resulting pose estimation approach is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we use a UWB setup consisting of ten receivers deployed in a room with a size of approximately 8 × 6 × 2.5 m. A test subject walks around the measurement volume along a circular path for approximately 24 s. An IMU and a UWB transmitter have been attached to his foot. The UWB measurements are significantly affected by the NLOS conditions and multipath since the transmitter is quite close to the ground and since the body frequently blocks the direct path to the receivers. Optical markers have also been placed on the body to provide reference data. These optical markers are tracked by a camera system [31] . This industry-standard system has an accuracy that is an order of magnitude larger than the accuracy expected from our UWB system. Hence (using multiple markers), the camera system can provide both ground truth position and orientation estimates.
In Section VII-A, we will use the UWB data from the transmitter on the subject's foot to experimentally validate the proposed asymmetric distribution (4). We will show that using this distribution in the multilateration approach described in Section V-B, considerably better position estimates are obtained than when the same approach would be used assuming Gaussian or Cauchy distributed noise. In Section VII-B, we will present our calibration results. In Section VII-C, we will present our sensor fusion results. 
A. Experimental Validation of the Asymmetric Noise Distribution
Here, we will use the multilateration approach introduced in Section V-B while assuming that the system has previously been calibrated. We will use three different assumptions on the noise used in (16), namely 1) the asymmetric noise distribution (4) with parameters
The resulting position estimates are shown in Fig. 7 . The dashed lines are the position estimates from the optical reference system. As can be seen, the position estimates are best for the asymmetric distribution and worst for the Gaussian distribution. This is also summarized in Table I in terms of the root mean square error (RMSE) for the position. In Fig. 8 , the residuals including their estimated pdf's are plotted for all three cases. As can be seen, the Gaussian is clearly not a good fit due to the large number of outliers. Although the estimated Cauchy distribution seems to describe the residuals reasonably well, this model allows for physically unreasonable negative residuals, i.e., pulses traveling faster than the speed of light. Hence, also from these histograms, it can be concluded that the asymmetric noise distribution (4) offers the best model for the experimental data. Note that these results are highly dependent on the number of outliers in the UWB data. On "cleaner" UWB data, the difference in position accuracy between the different distributions would, of course, be less.
B. Calibration
Algorithm 1 has been used to compute an estimate of the positions and clock offsets of the receivers in the UWB setup. The estimated trajectory of the transmitter and the ML estimates of the receiver positions are shown in Fig. 9 . The smoothness of the estimated transmitter trajectory suggests that good multilateration results are obtained and, hence, gives confidence in the resulting calibration results. Fig. 10 shows a histogram of the residuals from the calibration algorithm. As can be seen, the estimated pdf (shown in red) fits the data reasonably well. Furthermore, the calibration has been used in the sensor fusion algorithm with good results (as will be discussed in the subsequent section), which indirectly validates the quality of the calibration.
The results described here have been obtained using an inefficient implementation of Algorithm 1 in MATLAB. However, efficient implementation should be possible due to the sparsity inherent in the problem and the typical problem dimensions of less than 2500 parameters (this corresponds to collecting calibration data D 1 for 1 min at 10 Hz). The sparsity pattern of the matrix that needs inversion in the constrained Gauss-Newton algorithm, consisting of the approximate Hessian and the gradients of the constraints (see, e.g., [25] ), is shown in Fig. 11 . Note that since our calibration problem is nonlinear, this matrix inversion needs to be performed several times.
C. Pose Estimation
To evaluate the proposed pose estimation solution (Algorithm 2), it has been used to track the motion of an IMU and a UWB transmitter placed on the foot of a test subject walking in an indoor environment, using the experiment already introduced in Section VII-A. The IMU provides 120-Hz inertial measurements. The UWB pulses are transmitted at 10 Hz. Fig. 12 shows an overview of the position estimated using Algorithm 2. The positions of the UWB receivers are shown in red. The circular path is clearly recognizable. It only occupies a small part of the measurement volume of the UWB tracking system, so that a performance comparison with an optical reference system is possible.
Figs. 13 and 14 show the estimated position and orientation as compared to those from the optical reference system. It can be concluded that our solution is capable of producing a driftfree and accurate pose estimate at a high output frequency. In fact, the comparison shows 3-cm RMSE for position and less than 1
• RMSE for orientation (see Table II ). As for the UWB calibration algorithm, our implementation has not been optimized in terms of computational speed. However, the sensor fusion problem is inherently sparse due to the Markov property of the state and, hence, can be solved efficiently.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a sensor fusion approach to combine inertial measurements with TOA measurements from a UWB system for 6-D pose estimation. The approach is experimentally shown to result in accurate position and orientation estimates when compared to data from an independent optical reference system. To be able to use the UWB measurements in the sensor fusion approach, the UWB setup has to be calibrated, i.e., the receiver positions and their clocks offsets have to be computed. We have solved the UWB calibration problem using a novel approach, taking into account the possibility of delayed UWB measurements due to NLOS and/or multipath. Throughout this work, we have used an asymmetric heavy-tailed distribution to model the outliers in the UWB measurements. This model is shown to lead to accurate position estimates, even from challenging data containing a fairly large amount of outliers in a new multilateration approach.
An interesting direction for future work is to combine the sensor fusion algorithm introduced in this work with the motion capture approach in [8] . This would open up for the possibility of combining information from multiple IMUs and multiple UWB transmitters to determine the pose of multiple body segments or even the entire human body or any other objects with multiple connected parts.
